November 10, 2016

Your continued support is needed to help us keep fighting for everyone in
Connecticut to have access to quality, affordable health care.
Please make your tax-deductible donation today so that we can defend the progress we have
made and keep fighting.
Only together can we achieve: Better Care. Better Prices. Better health for all!
Thank you

What Happened to Health Care?
November 8, 2016 Did

A Chance to Speak Up on
Health Care in CT

Big Pharma Building Their War
Chest to Protect High Profits

Read Regina’s Health Care Story
and share your story

What Happened to Health Care? November 8, 2016 Did
It’s premature to predict what impact the November 2016 elections will have on the health care landscape in
our state and nation. But it is safe to say that the ground on which we stand is shifting and we should all be
prepared for change – and a fight.

A Chance to Speak Up on Health Care in CT
We’ve talked about the work the state’s Health Care Cabinet is doing to contain health care costs in the state –
now it’s your opportunity to speak up.
The Cabinet met Tuesday and decided on a draft of recommendations, which are now open for public comment. The finalized recommendations will be set in December, then sent to the legislature for possible action.

Big Pharma Building Their War Chest to Protect High Profits
As our recent blog explained, the public is increasingly worried about rising prescription drug prices, a
concern that is being echoed by national and state-based policy makers.
The pharmaceutical corporations, worried about their stock prices and their profits, are fighting back,
preparing to defend their price-gouging ways.

Read Regina’s Health Care Story… share your story (click title or image to enlarge)
Are you willing to share your story about rising health care costs?
Please let us know if you're interested in sharing your story.
Contact us at: info@universalhealthct.org. Thank you.

“The cost of health care is spiraling upwards. The problem isn’t going away with a new president.”
-Jim Wadleigh, CEO of Access Health CT
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